
Trekking in the Dolomites

The Alta Via 1

August 19 – September 1, 2023, Trip #2334

All photos in this prospectus taken by AT leader Ron Janowitz, while trekking the Alta Via 1 in 2018.
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Trip Overview
The Alta Via 1 (in Italian, high route) is an epic 75-mile hiking trek through the spectacular Italian
Dolomites.  The Dolomites are a UNESCO World Heritage site and are considered among the most
beautiful mountains in the world, complete with vertical walls, sheer cliffs and a high density of narrow,
deep, and long valleys.  Numerous refugios (high mountain huts) allow for a wonderful multi-day trek
through this breathtaking geographical area.  Amazing alpine scenery, mixed with World War 1 relics,
and the occasional 4-legged inhabitant allow for a varied, legendary adventure to this striking,
picturesque region.

Beyond the incredible mountain landscapes that will greet us every day on this trek, this trip has two
special features.  At the trip's outset we will visit the town of Bolzano, where we will visit Ötzi the Iceman.
And as we proceed along the Alta Via 1, we cross the frontlines of the enormous, but now mainly
forgotten, World War 1 conflict between Italy and Austria. One stage will have us descend through a long
tunnel constructed to protect soldiers carrying supplies during the harsh winter weather and explore
fortifications preserved in an open-air museum.

Alta Via 1 above in blue, from “Trekking in the Dolomites” by Gillian Price

Trip Difficulty
This trip is rated 6/strenuous.  The hike distances and elevation gains on this trip will be challenging on
some days.  It is the responsibility of the participant to be properly trained and fit for these hikes.  There
will be some exposed and steep sections on the hikes where handholds are available.  There is also a
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section that passes through old WWI military  tunnels, where participants might experience
claustrophobia, slippery conditions, the need for holding onto cabled handrails, and the need for
headlamps.  For more information: AMC Trip Rating System.

Daily Itinerary

Please note that the following itinerary is subject to availability of our being able to secure reservations
at each refugio.  Leaders reserve the right to substitute lodging should that be necessary.

For the itinerary below, our outline of “stages” comes from the Cicerone guidebook, Trekking in the
Dolomites - Alta Via 1, by Gillian Price.

Friday, August 18
Participants will leave the US on August 18 or earlier on
an overnight flight, arriving in Venice (or other choice of
arrival city) on August 19.

Day 1 – Saturday, August 19
After arriving in Venice (or your point of entry), participants
will travel independently by bus/train to Bolzano where
you will meet your leaders.  (Leaders will provide guidance
on how to travel from Venice to Bolzano).  Here we will
have our welcome dinner and settle in for our first night
lodging.

Day 2 – Sunday, August 20
We will spend the day acclimatizing in the Bolzano area.  We will visit the Museum of Archeology, home
of Ötzi the Iceman.  Time permitting, we might take an intro hike. There will be time to purchase
miscellaneous hiking supplies or snacks for the trek. Group dinner at the hotel.

Day 3 – Monday, August 21 (stage 1)
After taking a bus from Bolzano to Lago di Braies, we start our trek on the Alta Via 1!  Our day will
include trekking approximately 4 miles from our starting point to Rifugio Biella, our lodging for the night.
While we will only have access to cold showers, staying at this refugio affords us the opportunity to hike
the spur to Croda del Becco, which features a breathtaking view over Lago di Braies.  It is not for the
faint of heart, however, as there is some exposure moderated by cables set into the rock face, but again,
it is purported to be breathtaking!  This spur will add 1.8 miles (and 2+ hours) to our day, to total about 5 -
5.5 hours of hiking time.  The elevation gain for this day will approach 4,300 feet with our 5.8 miles of
hiking!  Weather and time permitting, lunch will be on top of Croda del Becco.

Day 4 – Tuesday, August 22 (stage 2)
We will hike from Rifugio Biella to Rifugio Fanes, both situated at about the same elevation. Today’s trek
of 8.4 miles and 2,065 feet of elevation gain will bring us past remnants of WW1 military paths, marmot
burrows and quintessential shepherds' huts as we travel across the Plan de Lasta.  We have a steep
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descent into a valley with dwarf mountain pines and an option for lunch at Rifugio Pederü. We then start
heading back up towards our destination.  A beautiful alpine pasture area awaits as well as scenic
mountain and valley views along the entire stretch.

Day 5 – Wednesday, August 23 (stage3)
We will hike from Rifugio Fanes to Rifugio Lagazuoi,
the highest Rifugio on our trek at 2752m (9,026 ft).
With clear weather, this rifugio provides “an unrivaled
vantage point” and can provide for an unforgettable
sunset.  The hike itself will contain pastures, marmots,
and cows along with the constant magnificent
mountain scenery.  We will also be using former
military roads in some stretches and passing by WW1
remnants.  There are abandoned military barracks,
trenches, and other signs of WW1 buildings all but crumbled to the ground.  We will have a very steep
final climb of the day towards our Rifugio.  Our distance today will be about 7.5 miles with ~3,800 feet of
elevation gain.  An additional 30 - 45 min. RT (0.8 mi, 385 ft) to the actual Lagazuoi peak is also a
possibility.

Day 6 – Thursday, August 24  (stage 4a)
Today’s trek starts with our descent down through the Lagazuoi wartime tunnels carved through the
mountain.  The descent through the tunnels is 1.5 miles, with 2,460 feet of descent.  We will leave our
packs at the rifugio and after descending the tunnels, we will take a cable car back up to the top.  This
will be an extraordinary glimpse into the living conditions and life of a WW1 soldier stationed in the
tunnels.  After picking up our packs and enjoying lunch, we will continue along the classic Alta Via 1
route towards Rifugio Dibona.  As we head due east, we will pass more military trenches with the Col
dei Bos to our south (with its own military “memorial” barbed wire remnants) and Il Castelleto to our
north.  The beautiful Cortina Dolomites will be looming in our sights as we approach Rifugio Dibona with
the Cinque Torri visible to our south.  We will have
hiked another 4.4 miles from the cable car, with
940’/3,100’ ascent/descent.

Day 7 - Friday, August 25 (stage 4b)
We leave Rifugio Dibona and will shortly reach the
Cinque Torri, aka “Five Towers” area.  Here we will
again be reminded of WW1 as we see and explore
numerous fortifications, trenches, and rock
formations that exist around the “Five Towers.” Part
of the loop here is an open-air museum, where we
will be greeted with informational panels and outdoor exhibits while we hike.  This area is also known for
being a climbing mecca.  And the views all around are amazing!  After we have had our fill of Cinque
Torri and the surrounding area, we will head towards our lodging for the night at Rifugio Nuvolau.  The
distance for the day is 4.5 miles with 2,900’ of ascent, not including the hikes around the Cinque Torri
area, which may add ~1.5 miles.  While we will be spending the night at one of the most spartan refugios
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(outdoor toilet and no shower). But with a name like “Nuvolau,” or “cloud,” the views from this ridge-top
refugio are purported to be jaw dropping.

Day 8 - Saturday, August 26 (stage 5)
We start out with an adventurous hike containing two, short via ferratas where we will be aided by
securely anchored cables (and a ladder) over the steep, short descents.  *Participants need to be
comfortable with tackling these sections.* We will be treated to a series of amazing peaks and
ranges as “panoramas are non-stop” along this stage.  We will also come to a basin area that was once
the grounds of Mesolithic hunters (20,000-8,000 BCE).  These hunters were known to have closed off
the 5 passes leading into the area for their summer hunts of elk, ibex, and deer.  Then as we near
Rifugio Città di Fiume, our stop for the night, the massive Pelmo (“Throne of the Gods”) is staring us in
the face.  The totals for today are 7.5 miles and +1310’/-3445’.

Day 9 - Sunday, August 27 (stage 6, 7a)
Our hike today will encompass all of Stage 6 and part of Stage 7.  We start with some forested sections
and a view of the scree field descending from Val d’Arcia.  We will have superb views of the Pelmo as we
hike across an enchanting traverse.  There is more forest and a beautiful pasture that is part of the Malga
Vescova farm.  We then encounter the normal end of Stage 6, Rifugio Coldai, where we may enjoy their
signature apple strudel dish before heading past Lago Coldai and getting a view of the impressive
Civetta.  Our lodging choice is a “lookout par excellence”, Rifugio Tissi, with one of the most spectacular
sunsets in the whole of the Dolomites.  The total distance and elevation for the day will be 8.4 miles and
3205’.

Day 10 - Monday, August 28 (stage 7b ,8)
We can continue to stare at the majestic west, “wall of walls,'' the Val Civetta - the most impressive of the
Dolomite formations.  We change from scree to grassy terrain and are treated to views of massive stone
cubes as we round the Torre Venezia.  The
turrets and spires of the Moiazza then come into
view through the trees. We continue past the end
of Stage 7 and, amid the views of the towers and
spires, we hope to be treated to masses of
wildflowers along the trail.  There is a short
section with a cable before we enter a pasture
valley, climb to another amazing viewpoint before
continuing to Rifugio Carestiato.  The totals for
the day will be 8.9 miles and 2,385 feet of
elevation gain.

Day 11 - Tuesday, August 29 (stage 9)
We start by hiking along the base of the eastern Moiazza with the same grand views from the other side.
Today we enter the Parco Nazionale delle Dolomiti Bellunesi (a UNESCO World Heritage site).  The
Tamer massif now dominates the view.  We get a mix of cool, conifer forest with soft pine needles
underfoot before ending back on scree slopes with dwarf pines and chaotic rockfalls.  The panorama
encompasses the Cordevole Valley and its villages.  We may see wildflowers and chamois (antelope) as
we pass by outlooks and occasional remnants (shelters and tunnel systems) from both World Wars.  Our
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night’s stay will be at Rifugio Pramperet, which will be 8 miles with an elevation gain of 1805’ from our
starting point.

Day 12 - Wednesday, August 30 (Stage 10, 11a)
We tackle all of Stage 10 and part of Stage 11 today on our trek.  Herds of chamois should be visible as
well as some marmots.  There are many lookout spots as we walk along limestone slabs and see rock
jasmine and Rhaetian poppies.  We traverse a ridge with steep drop-offs on both sides  and views of
stratified formations of rock.  There is a short, steep scramble with a bit of exposure.  We then get to
gaze on one of the most beautiful valleys on the whole of the AV1, Van de Zita de Fora.  Here we will
take a 15 minute detour to a viewpoint at Cime de Zita Sud.  We then continue on with more gorgeous
views as we navigate a steep, downward trail.  We extend beyond the end of Stage 10 to our destination
of Rifugio Bianchet.  This section contains both steep ups and downs in the shadow of the Schiara.
Our totals for the day come in at 7.1 miles and 3,030’ of elevation gain but with 5,005’ of elevation loss.

Day 13 - Thursday, August 31 (Stage 11b)
We leave Rif Bianchet for our final walk along the
AV1.  We will proceed through woods below towering
cliffs with a view of Monti del Sole above us.  The
valley floor will eventually come into view as we head
towards the bus stop.  The distance for today is about
4.1 miles with  +755’ / -3330’ of elevation gain/loss.
We will charter transport to pick us up at the La Pissa
Bus Stop and bring us to our hotel in the quaint 13th
century town of Padua for the night.  There should be
some time to relax and walk about the town.  We will
have our farewell group dinner to celebrate our Alta
Via 1 trip and say our goodbyes.

Day 14 - Friday, September 1
Our last morning of the trip will be the time to head home.  Breakfast at the hotel will be the last included
meal of the trip, but we may not be eating as a group as some folks will need to depart earlier than
others.  Participants will need to arrange for their transportation from Padua via bus or train to their
departure airport.  If Venice is your departure airport, this is an easy 1-hour train ride away.

Accommodations, Meals and Transportation
While on the Alta Via 1 trek, all lodgings will be at rifugios (high mountain
huts) with shared rooms.  Most of the refugios will have hot showers,
although these can’t be guaranteed.  All will have basic, hearty food
included for dinner, with options to buy water and other beverages.
Rifugio breakfast fare is typically continental style items with coffee,
bread, cheese, butter, and jams.  Our other lodgings, before and after
the Alta Via 1 trek, will be in 2-3 star hotels.  All dinners and breakfasts
included.  Lunch, snacks and beverages will be on your own along the
trail, or possibly at a refugio along the way, at your expense.
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During the trek we will utilize two bus transfers and one cable car.

Summary of Daily Itinerary

Day Stage Miles Ascent Descent Book Time Lodging/Notes
1 n/a Arrive Bolzano
2 n/a Bolzano / acclimatize
3 1 4 2,855 200 3:00 Rif Biella

spur 1.8 1,400 1,400 2:00 - 2:30
4 2 8.4 2,065 2,855 4:30 - 5:15 Rif Fanes
5 3 7.5 3,770 1,475 5:30 Rif Lagazuoi

spur 0.8 385 385 :30 - :45
6 tunnel 1.5 450 2,460 2:00 - 3:00 Rif Dibona / plus Tunnels

cable car 1:00
4a 4.4 940 3,100 2:30 - 3:00

7 4b 6 2,900 1,200 5:00 Rif Nuvolau / plus Towers
8 5 7.5 1,310 3,445 5:10 Rif Citta di Fiume
9 6 & 7a 8.4 3,205 1,985 6:00 Rif Tissi

10 7b & 8 8.9 2,385 3,775 6:00 Rif Carestiato
11 9 8 1,805 1,740 4:20 - 5:00 Rif Pramperet
12 10 & 11a 7.1 3,030 5,005 5:00 Rif Bianchet
13 11b 4.1 755 3,330 2:30 Bus transfer to Padua
14 n/a Bus/Flight/Other

Weather
The weather in the Italian Dolomites in
August is variable.  The temperatures
range from average lows of 48 ℉,  to
average highs of 68 ℉ , with an average
of 58 ℉.  We can expect the occasional
day of rain, although most of the
precipitation will be in the form of
afternoon thunderstorms, which we hope
to avoid by being at our destination for
the night before they roll in.  For the most
part, we expect moderate, refreshing
alpine air, but folks need to be prepared
for rain and potential cool temperatures
at the tops of the mountains and at the
vistas.
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Trip Price
The AMC Member price is $3,350. The non-member price is $3,450. To join the AMC (2022 pricing $50
individual, $75 family) click here.

Price includes:
● Lodging each night
● All dinners
● All breakfasts
● Admission to Museum of Archeology
● Admission to WW1 Tunnels at Lagazuoi and the cable car back up to Rifugio Lagazuoi
● Transportation from Bolzano to the start of the Alta Via 1
● Transportation from the end of the Alta Via 1 to Padua
● Emergency evacuation insurance

Price does not include:
● Lunches, beverages, snacks
● Gratuities for hotel staff
● Incidentals
● Mailing package of traveling clothes and duffle to last hotel
● Transportation to Bolzano at the start of the trip
● Transportation from Padua at the end of the trip
● Airfare

Participant Expectations
Participants are expected to be in excellent hiking shape.  You need to be able to hike consecutive,
strenuous days in the mountains with distances up to 10 miles a day and elevation gains of up to 4,000
feet.  This is a trek, with no options for “rest days.”   We will need to hike to our next night’s destination
regardless of the weather or how weary you may be.  There will be some exposure along the way and a
few short via ferratas, where handholds and footholds will
be required simultaneously to proceed.

The tunnel section(s) will be confined (potentially
claustrophobic) and may be wet/slippery.  There will be at
least one night with no shower and one (or more) with a
cold shower.  There may also be no potable water at a
rifugio or two and we will have to rely on bottled water.  The
mountain refugios are spartan accommodations, and while
they provide adequate shelter and hearty food, they are not
resorts. Folks expectations of our nightly stays need to be
tempered accordingly.  You need to be flexible and have the
ability to adapt to the weather and lodging conditions that
we encounter.
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That said, you should also expect to see some of the most magnificent scenery in the world!
The views, vistas, mountains, and cultural encounters will be the experience of a lifetime… truly a
“bucket list” trip!!

Application Process
We will have a maximum of 12 persons, including the two leaders.  This trip is likely to fill quickly.  To
apply for this trip:

1. Complete the Alta Via 1 - Online Trip Application
2. A deposit check of $1,500 is required. Make out your check to the Appalachian Mountain Club

and mail it to:  Beth Zimmer, 294 Chemung Road, Meredith, NH 03253.
* Your final payment of $1,850 members / $1,950 non-members, will be due on May 1, 2023

Terms, Conditions and General Information
Please carefully read the Adventure Travel Standard Terms and Conditions for detailed information on:

● Cancellation Policy
● Leaders’ Right to Change Itinerary
● Leaders’ Expectations of Participants
● Trip Price
● Travel Documents
● Safety
● AMC Trip Rating System

Trip Leadership

Beth Zimmer has been an active year-round hike leader and instructor
since 2012.  She leads for AMC Adventure Travel, AMC August Camp
and in her role as hike leader in the NH Chapter, Beth has conducted
well over a hundred hikes, backpacks, workshops and outings.  Beth
also serves on the AMC Board of Directors, as Regional Director North.
She has hiked all of the NH four-thousand footers in all four seasons,
hiked all of the trails in the AMC WHite Mountain Guide, and has
completed the NH500 highest, a bushwhacking achievement.  She has
traveled extensively throughout Central and South America as well as to
other regions.  Favorite highlight trips for her include visiting Peru and

Machu Picchu, hiking in the Swiss Alps and hiking Hadrian’s Wall Path in the UK. Contact:
btzimr@gmail.com, c/ (603) 707-9498.
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John English is a four-season day hike and trip leader for the AMC NH
Chapter.  He has completed the NH 48, the NH 48 in winter, and the NE
67.  He is now working his way through the NE 111 and NE 67 in winter.
John has led at AMC August Camp and has taught at the AMC NH
Cardigan Lodge series. He has been hiking in over 40 of the US
National Parks and Monuments. John has traveled to over 20 foreign
countries, hiked the Machu Picchu trek in Peru, and has hiked in the
Alpine areas of France, Germany, and Switzerland.  Contact:
englishjre@gmail.com,  c/ (508) 944-6650.

Note:  A gear list will be provided to participants at a later point.
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